MODEL EX-5 (FOR SS-30 OR SS-30OD GATE)

In order to properly install the Expandable Gate you will use hardware from both the gate box and the T-BAR pack. Please follow these instructions
carefully. The most important part is in STEP ONE – use the HINGE BRACKET from the GATE BOX*.
If installing on masonry the T-BAR must be secured to the ground. You will need to drill and use masonry anchors.
The maximum span of the EX-5 is 85”. If you need more length simply add more extensions. Please use one (1) T-BAR for every two (2) additional
extensions. You may use either of our extensions, BX2 21 ¾” or BX1 10 ½” in order to create the fence you require.
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EXTENSION #1

EXTENSION #2

 Use Hinge Bracket from Gate Box*.
Drill a 1/8” pilot hole 6 ½” from the
floor. Secure hinge bracket to wall with
screws from the gate box hardware
pack. Attach eyebolts from the gate box
to the upper and lower threaded inserts
on one of the extension with nuts and
washers.
Slide hinge rod and shoulder washers
through the hinge bracket to secure the
extension to the hinge bracket.
Finally, add key ring to the bottom of
the hinge rod to secure.
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 Bolt the
second extension
to the first
extension using
three (3) of the
1 ¼” ¼-20 hex
head bolts.
SCAN FOR AN
INSTRUCTIONAL
VIDEO
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T-BAR
 For every two (2)
EXTENSIONS
you will need to install a
T-BAR for stability. Place
T-BAR on bottom of the
second extension, lining up
with the lower hole. Attach
Hinge Bracket that came
with the T-BAR on the end
of the extension. Secure to
end of the extension with
two (2) 1 ¼” ¼-20 hex head
bolts lock nuts and washers.
Secure T-BAR to floor with
two (2) pan head screws.

MAIN GATE
 Now follow MAIN
GATE instructions
beginning at STEP
THREE using hardware
in box, but instead of
wall mount, attach to
last EXTENSION.

 Continue MAIN
GATE instructions on
how to install gate
latch assembly to the
far wall.
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